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ITEM
Meeting

Welcome

Discussion

AHEC Scholars January Immersion survey results have been received. All RHPP
program directors state colleges and universities are allowing for in-person
meetings at this time. Preference from scholars is split between in-person and
remote. Spring immersion is scheduled for January 29-30, 2022.
Full report on result of AHEC Scholars 2021 Orientation and Immersion survey
has been shared with Regional Center and RHPP directors. Finding indicate that
Scholars would prefer less time on Zoom. Recommendations include holding
online Orientations on a different weekend than the Immersion and holding
Immersions in person as soon as possible.
Faculty Mentors have been invited to meet next week to provide their
feedback on the January immersion, and Center Directors will be invited to join
them in that discussion.
Open discussion on logistics for spring immersion:
There may be students who feel more comfortable being completely remote;
will then need to provide them with a task that they can do on their own.
NAHEC could build an immersion around both in-person and hybrid with
augmented assignments for remote attenders.
WAHEC suggest one day remote and one day hybrid.
CAAHEC was planning an in-person immersion, but will re-evaluate how best to
serve those not attending in-person.
SAAHEC can accommodate hybrid, but is hoping more students will attend an
in-person offering.
All RHPP Directors agreed that a shared immersion between both graduate
level cohorts available to attend would be a great benefit to all scholars.
Following meeting with Faculty Mentors/Center Directors, RHPP Directors will be
provided with a summary of the results for further discussion as necessary.
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